The The biomineralization biomineralization of of several several magnetic magnetic iron iron minerals, minerals, including including the the iron iron oxide oxide magnetite magnetite (Fe (Fe 3 3 0 0 4 4 ; ; Fe Fe 2I 2I Fe/+0 Fe/+0 4 4 ) ) and and the the iron iron sulfides sulfides greigite greigite (Fe (Fe 3 3 S S 4 4 ) ) and and pyrrhotite pyrrhotite (Fe (Fe 7 7 S S S S )' )' can can be be mediated mediated by by bacteria bacteria as as well well as as by by other other organisms. organisms. These These minerals minerals are are known known to to be be synthesized synthesized by by procaryotes procaryotes in in one one of of two two fundamentally fundamentally different different modes modes of of biomineralization. biomineralization. The The first first is is uncontrolled uncontrolled mineral mineral formation, formation, called called bi bi ologically ologically induced induced mineralization mineralization (BIM) (BIM) (92), (92), while while the the second second is is directed-mineral directed-mineral formation, formation, termed termed biologically biologically controlled controlled mineralization mineralization (BCM), (BCM), also also referred referred to to as as organic organic matrix-mediated matrix-mediated mineralization mineralization (92) (92) or or boundary-organized boundary-organized biominerali biominerali zation zation (96) . (96) . Whereas Whereas in in BIM BIM the the organism organism does does not not appear appear to to control control the the bio bio mineralization mineralization process, process, in in BCM BCM the the organism organism exerts exerts a a high high degree degree of of control control over over the the mineralization mineralization process. process. Different Different physiological physiological types types of of bacteria bacteria are are responsible responsible for for BIM BIM and and BCM BCM of of magnetic magnetic minerals. minerals. Dissimilatory Dissimilatory iron-reducing iron-reducing and and dissimilatory dissimilatory sulfate-reducing sulfate-reducing bacteria bacteria cause cause the the formation formation of of magnetite magnetite and and greigite, greigite, respectively, respectively, as as well well as as many many other other nonmagnetic nonmagnetic iron iron minerals, minerals, by by BIM BIM processes. processes. Among Among the the procm'yotes, procm'yotes, only only the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria biomineralize biomineralize magnetite magnetite and and greigite greigite by by BCM. BCM. There There is is no no apparent apparent function function to to the the magnetite magnetite and and greigite greigite particles particles produced produced via via BIM BIM by by microorganisms. microorganisms. However, However, there there is is ecological, ecological, evolutionary, evolutionary, and and perhaps perhaps physio physio logical logical significance significance to to the the BCM BCM particles particles produced produced by by the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria. bacteria. Additionally, Additionally, the the biomineralization biomineralization of of magnetic magnetic minerals minerals by by bacteria bacteria can can be be an an important important source source of of tine-grained tine-grained « « I I j.lm) j.lm) magnetic magnetic material material in in sediments sediments and and soils, soils, which which contributes contributes to to the the paleomagnetic paleomagnetic record record of of ancient ancient geomagnetic geomagnetic field field behav behav ior ior and and to to the the mineral mineral magnetic magnetic record record of of paleoclimate paleoclimate changes changes (37, (37, 38, 38, 94, 94, 137). 137). It It is is important important to to be be able able to to discern discern the the differences differences between between particle particle types types so so as as to to be be able able to to recogl1lze recogl1lze biogenic biogenic magnetic magnetic mineral mineral particles particles and and also also to to determine determine which which types types of of microorganisms microorganisms are are responsible responsible for for the the deposition deposition of of the the magnetic magnetic mineral mineral particles. particles. In In addition, addition, recent recent mineral mineral discoveries discoveries in in the the Martian Martian meteorite meteorite ALH8400 ALH8400 I I (117), (117), which which have have been been interpreted interpreted as as evidence evidence for for ancient ancient life life on on Mars, Mars, make make this this need need even even greater. greater. The The purpose purpose of of this this chapter chapter is is to to examine examine and and review review features features of of BIM-BIM-and and BCM-type BCM-type magnetic magnetic particles, particles, to to describe describe the the microorganisms microorganisms that that produce produce magnetic magnetic minerals minerals (focusing (focusing mainly mainly on on the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria), bacteria), and and to to describe describe the the biomineralization biomineralization processes processes involved involved in in the the synthesis synthesis of of mag mag netic netic minerals. minerals. We We also also review review the the physics physics and and function function of of magnetotaxis magnetotaxis in in light light of of recent recent findings. findings.
Other Other Nonmagnetic Nonmagnetic Iron Iron Minerals Minerals
Other Other nonmagnetic nonmagnetic iron iron minerals minerals formed formed by by BIM BIM have have been been observed observed in in bacterial bacterial cultures. cultures. In In these these cases, cases, Fe(I!), Fe(I!), excreted excreted by by iron-reducing iron-reducing bacteria bacteria during during the the re re duction duction of of Fe(III), Fe(III), reacts reacts with with anions anions present present in in the the growth growth medium. medium. Two Two examples examples are are carbonate, carbonate, which which reacts reacts with with Fe(I!) Fe(I!) to to form form the the mineral mineral siderite siderite (FeCO,), (FeCO,) , and and phosphate, phosphate, which which reacts reacts with with Fe(I!) Fe(I!) to to form form vivianite vivianite lFe3(POJ2·8H20j. lFe3(POJ2·8H20j. Siderite Siderite was was observed observed in in cultures cultures of of Geobacter Geobacter metallireducens metallireducens along along with with magnetite magnetite when when the the organism organism was was grown grown in in a a bicarbonate bicarbonate buffering buffering system system (90, (90, 166) , 166) , while while only only vivianite vivianite was was produced, produced, with with no no production production of of magnetite magnetite or or siderite, siderite, by by the the same same organism organism when when Fe(III) Fe(III) citrate citrate was was provided provided as as the the terminal terminal electron electron acceptor acceptor (87, (87, 90) . 90). Growing Growing cells cells of of the the magnetotactic magnetotactic species species Magnetospirillum Magnetospirillum magnetotacticllllJ magnetotacticllllJ produced produced significant significant amounts amounts of of extracellular, extracellular, needle-like needle-like crystals crystals of of vivianite vivianite while while actively actively reducing reducing Fe(III) Fe(III) in in the the form form of of Fc(III) Fc(III) oxyhydroxides oxyhydroxides (28) . (28) . Although Although it it is is likely likely that that many many other other iron-reducing iron-reducing bacteria bacteria form form siderite siderite and and vivianite, vivianite, most most mi mi crobiologists crobiologists are are not not looking looking for for such such compounds compounds during during routine routine culturing. culturing.
BIOLOGICALLY BIOLOGICALLY CONTROLLED CONTROLLED MINERALIZATION MINERALIZATION
In In BCM, BCM, the the organisms organisms exert exert a a great great degree degree of of crystallochemical crystallochemical control control over over the the nucleation nucleation and and growth growth of of the the mineral mineral particles. particles. For For the the most most part, part, the the minerals minerals are are directly directly synthesized synthesized at at a a specific specific location location in in or or on on the the cell cell and and only only under under specific specific conditions. conditions. The The mineral mineral particles particles produced produced by by bacteria bacteria in in BCM BCM are are char char acterized acterized by by being being well-ordered well-ordered crystals crystals (not (not amorphous) amorphous) and and having having narrow narrow size size distributions distributions and and very very specific, specific, 'consistent 'consistent particle particle morphologies. morphologies. Because Because of of these these features, features, BCM BCM processes processes are are likely likely to to be be under under specific specific metabolic metabolic and and genetic genetic control. control. In In the the microbial microbial world, world, the the most most widely widely recognized recognized example example of of BCM BCM is is magnetosome magnetosome production production by by the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria. bacteria.
Magnetotactic Magnetotactic Bacteria Bacteria
Classification, Classification, Phylogeny, Phylogeny, and and General General Features Features
The The magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria represent represent a a heterogeneous heterogeneous group group of of procaryotes procaryotes that that align align and and swim swim along along the the Earth's Earth's geomagnetic geomagnetic field field lines lines (27, (27, 29). 29). They They have have a a myriad myriad of of cellular cellular morphologies morphologies including including coccoid, coccoid, rod rod shaped, shaped, vibrioid, vibrioid, spirilloid spirilloid (helical), (helical), and and even even multicellular multicellular (3,27,29,49, (3,27,29,49, 150). 150). Thus, Thus, the the term term "magnetotactic "magnetotactic bacteria" bacteria" has has no no taxonomic taxonomic significance significance and and should should be be interpreted interpreted as as a a term term for for a a collection collection of of diverse diverse bacteria bacteria that that possess possess the the apparently apparently widely widely distributed distributed trait trait of of magnetotaxis magnetotaxis (3). (3). While While all all that that have have been been examined examined to to date date are are gram-negative gram-negative members members of of the the domain domain Bacteria. Bacteria . the the possibility possibility of of the the existence existence of of a a magnetotactic magnetotactic member member of of the the Archaea Archaea cannot cannot be be excluded. excluded.
Despite Despite the the great great diversity diversity of of the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria. bacteria. they they all all share share several several features: features: (i) (i) they they are are all all motile motile (although (although this this does does not not preclude preclude the the possibility possibility of of the the existence existence of of nonmotile nonmotile bacteria bacteria that that synthesize synthesize magnetosomes. magnetosomes. which. which. by by def def inition. inition. would would be be magnetic magnetic but but not not magnetotactic): magnetotactic): (ii) (ii) they they all all exhibit exhibit a a negative negative tactic tactic and/or and/or growth growth response response to to atmospheric atmospheric concentrations concentrations of of oxygen: oxygen: and and (iii) (iii) they they all all possess possess a a number number of of intracellular intracellular structures structures called called magnetosomes. magnetosomes. Mag Mag netosomes netosomes 1eature respon respon are are the the hallmark hallmark feature of of the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria and and are are sible sible for for their their behavior behavior in in magnetic magnetic fields. fields. The The bacterial bacterial magnetosome magnetosome consists consists of of a a single-magnetic-domain single-magnetic-domain crystal crystal of of a a magnetic magnetic iron iron mineral mineral enveloped enveloped by by a a membrane membrane (2). (2). Magnetotactic Magnetotactic bacteria bacteria generally generally synthesize synthesize particles particles of of either either mag mag netite netite or or greigite. greigite. There There is is one one known known exception: exception: a a large. large. rod-shaped rod-shaped magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterium bacterium collected collected from from the the Pettaquamscutl Pettaquamscutl Estuary Estuary was was found found to to contain contain both both magnetite magnetite and and greigite greigite ('.J. ('.J. 13). 13).
Phylogenetic Phylogenetic analysis. analysis. based based on on the the sequences sequences of of 16S 16S rRNA rRNA genes genes of of many many cultured cultured and and uncultured uncultured magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria, bacteria, initially initially showed showed that that the the magnetite magnetite CY producing producing strains strains were were associated associated with with the the cy subdivision subdivision of of the the Proteobacteria Proteobacteria (34. (34. 40, 40, 46, 46, 155. 155. 169 ), 169) , while while an an uncultured uncultured greigite-producing greigite-producing bacterium bacterium was was found found to to be be associated associated with with the the sulfate-reducing sulfate-reducing bacteria bacteria in in the the () () subdivision subdivision of of the the Proteo Proteo bacteria bacteria (40) . (40) . Since Since the the different different subdivisions subdivisions of of the the Protcobacteria Protcobacteria are are considered considered to to be be coherent, coherent, distinct distinct evolutionary evolutionary lines lines of of descent descent (194, (194, 1(6) , 1(6), DeLong DeLong et et al. al. (40) (40) proposed proposed that that the the evolutionary evolutionary origin origin of of magnetotaxis magnetotaxis was was polyphyletic polyphyletic and and that that magnetotaxis magnetotaxis based based on on iron iron oxide oxide (magnetite) (magnetite) production production evolved evolved separately separately from from that that based based on on iron iron sulfide sulfide (greigite) (greigite) production. production. However. However. more more recent recent studies studies (158. (158. 170-172) [170] [171] [172] have have shown shown that that many many but but not not all all magnetite-producing magnetite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria are are associated associated with with the the Cl' Cl' subgroup subgroup of of the the Proteobactcria. Proteobactcria . Kawaguchi Kawaguchi et et al. al. (74) (74) showed showed that that a a cultured, cultured, magnetite-producing magnetite-producing sulfate-reducing sulfate-reducing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterium. bacterium. strain strain RS-I RS-I (153), (153) , is is a a member member of of the the (5 (5 subgroup subgroup of of the the Proteobacteria, Proteobacteria, while while Spring Spring et et al. al. (168) (168) described described an an uncultured uncultured magnetite-producing magnetite-producing magneto magneto tactic tactic bacterium bacterium called called Magnetobacteriul11 Magnetobacteriul11 bavaricul11 bavaricul11 , , which which is is in in the the domain domain Bac Bac teria teria but but apparently apparently is is not not phylogenetically phylogenetically associated associated with with the the Proteobacteria. Proteobacteria . These These results results suggest suggest that that magnetotaxis magnetotaxis as as a a trait trait may may have have evolved evolved several several times times and, and, moreover, moreover, may may indicate indicate that that there there is is more more than than one one biochemical-chemical biochemical-chemical pathway pathway for for the the BCM BCM of of magnetic magnetic minerals minerals by by magneto magneto tactic tactic bacteria. bacteria.
Ecology Ecology
Magnetotactic Magnetotactic bacteria bacteria are are ubiquitous ubiquitous in in aquatic aquatic habitats habitats that that are are close close to to neu neu trality trality in in pH pH and and that that are are not not thermal, thermal, strongly strongly polluted, polluted, or or well well oxygenated oxygenated (27, (27, 121). 121). They They are are cosmopolitan cosmopolitan in in distribution distribution (27), (27) , and and because because magnetotactic magnetotactic bac bac terial terial cells cells are are easy easy to to observe observe and and separate separate from from mud mud and and water water by by exploiting exploiting their their magnetic magnetic behavior behavior using using common common laboratory laboratory magnets magnets (121) , (121) , there there are are frequent frequent continued continued reports reports of of their their occurrence occurrence in in various, various, sometimes sometimes exotic, exotic, freshwater freshwater and and marine marine locations locations (see, (see, e.g., e.g., references references 1, 1, 72, 72, 107, 107, and and 134). 134). Magnetotactic Magnetotactic bacteria bacteria are are generally generally found found in in the the largest largest numbers numbers at at the the oxic-anoxic oxic-anoxic transition transition zone zone (OATZ), (OATZ), also also referred referred to to as as the the microaerobic microaerobic zone zone or or the the redoxocline redoxocline (3). (3). In In many many freshwater freshwater habitats, habitats, the the OATZ OATZ is is located located at at or or just just below below the the sediment/water sediment/water in in terface. terface. However, However, in in some some brackish-to-marine brackish-to-marine systems, systems, the the OATZ OATZ is is found found or or is is seasonally seasonally located located in in the the water water column, column, as as shown shown in in Fig. Fig. I (Fig. (Fig. 1) 1 ) with with a a coexisting coexisting redox redox gradient. gradient. In In addition, addition, strong strong pycnoclines pycnoclines and and other other physical physical factors, factors, probably probably including including the the microorganisms microorganisms themselves, themselves, stabilize stabilize the the vertical vertical chemical chemical gradients gradients and and the the resulting resulting OATZ. OATZ.
Many Many types types of of magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria are are found found at at both both the the Pettaquamscutt Pettaquamscutt Es Es tuary tuary (9) (9) and and Salt Salt Pond Pond (D. (D. A. A. Bazylinski, Bazylinski, unpublished unpublished results). results). Generally, Generally, the the magnetite-producing magnetite-producing magneto magneto tactic tactic bacteria bacteria prefer prefer the the OATZ OATZ proper proper (Fig. (Fig. I) I ) and and behave behave as as microaerophiles. microaerophiles. Information Information obtained obtained from from culture culture experiments experiments supports supports this this observation. observation. Two Two strains strains of of magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria have have been been isolated isolated from from the the Pettaquamscutt Pettaquamscutt Estuary. Estuary. One One is is a a vibrio vibrio designated designated strain strain MV-2 MV-2 (40, (40, 118) , 118) , and and the the other other is is a a coccus coccus designated designated strain strain MC-l MC-l (40, (40, 52, 52, 119). 119). Both Both strains strains grow grow as as mi mi croaerophiles, croaerophiles, although although strain strain MV-2 MV-2 can can also also grow grow anaerobically anaerobically with with nitrous nitrous oxide oxide (N (N 2 2 0) 0) as as a a terminal terminal electron electron acceptor. acceptor. Other Other cultured cultured magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterial bacterial strains, strains, including including spirilla spirilla (l06, (l06, 155, 155, 158) 158) and and rods rods (153) , (153) , are are microaerophiles microaerophiles or or anaerobes anaerobes or or both. both. The The greigite greigite producers producers are are probably probably anaerobes anaerobes preferring preferring the the r r . . ) generated generated by by sulfate-i-educing sulfate-i-educing bacteria bactena in in the the anaerobic anaerobic zone zone (vertical (vertical aITows). aITows). Magnetite-producing Magnetite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria exist exist in in their their greatest greatest numbers numbers at at the the OATZ, OATZ, where where microaerobic microaerobic conditions conditions predominate, predominate, and and greigite-producers greigite-producers are are found found just just below below the the OATZ, OATZ, where where S' S' becomes becomes detectable. detectable. When When polar-magneto-aerotactic, polar-magneto-aerotactic, magnetite-producing magnetite-producing coccoid coccoid cells cells are are above above the the OATZ OATZ in in vertical vertical concentration concentration gradients gradients of of 0, 0, and and S-S-(higher (higher [O,J [O,J than than optimal), optimal), they they swim swim downward downward (small (small arrows arrows above above OATZ) OATZ) along along the the inclined inclined geomagnetic geomagnetic field field lines lines (dashed (dashed lines)_ lines)_ When When they they are are below below the the OATZ OATZ (lower (lower [0,1 [0,1 than than optimal), optimal), they they reverse reverse direction direction (by (by reversing reversing the the direction direction of of their their flagellar flagellar motor) motor) and and swim swim upward upward (small (small arrows arrows below below the the OATZ) OATZ) along along the the inclined inclined geomagnetic geomagnetic field field lines. lines. The The direction direction of of flagellar flagellar rotation rotation is is coupled coupled to to a a aerotactic aerotactic sensory sensory system system that that aCls aCls as as a a SWitch SWitch when when cells cells are are al al a a suboptimal suboptimal position position in in the the gradient gradient as as delined delined in in the the tex!. tex!. The The magnetotactic magnetotactic spirilla spirilla (and (and other other axial axial magneto magneto aerutactlc aerutactlc microorganisms) microorganisms) align align along along the the geomagnetic geomagnetic field field lines lines and and swim swim up up and and down. down. relying relying on on a a temporal temporal scnsory scnsory mechanism mechanism of of aerotaxIs aerotaxIs to to lind lind and and maintain maintain position position at at their their optllllal optllllal oxygen oxygen concentration concentration at at the the OATZ. OATZ. more more sul11dic sul11dic waters waters just just below below the the OATZ OATZ (Fig. (Fig. 1), 1) , where where oxygen oxygen is is barely barely or or not not detectable detectable (3, (3, 7-9). 7-9). No No greigite-producing greigite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterium bacterium has has been been grown grown in in pure pure culture. culture.
Function Function and and Physics Physics of of Magnetotaxis Magnetotaxis
There There is is important important physical physical significance significance to to the the size size of of the the magnetosome magnetosome mineral mineral phase, phase, which which is is reflected reflected in in its its physical physical and and magnetic magnetic properties. properties. The The magnetosome magnetosome mineral mineral crystals crystals occur occur in in a a very very narrow narrow size size range, range, from from about about 35 35 to to 120 120 nm nm (12, (12, 14,51,57, 14,51,57, 122 In In most most magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria, bacteria, the the magneto magnetosomes somes are are arranged arranged in in one one or or more more chains chains (3, (3, 14). 14). Magnetic Magnetic interactions interactions between between the the magnetosome magnetosome particles particles in in a a chain chain cause cause their their magnetic magnetic dipole dipole moments moments to to orient orient parallel parallel to to each each other other along along the the chain chain length. length. In In this this chain chain motif, motif, the the total total magnetic magnetic dipole dipole moment moment of of the the cell cell is is simply simply the the sum sum of of the the permanent permanent dipole dipole moments moments of of the the individual, individual, single single magnetic-domain magnetic-domain magnetosome magnetosome particles. particles. Magnetic Magnetic measurements measurements (142) , (142) , magnetic magnetic force force microscopy microscopy (147, (147, 176) , 176), and and electron electron holography holography (45) (45) have have confirmed confirmed this this conclusion conclusion and and show show that that the the chain chain of of magnetosomes magnetosomes in in a a magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterium bacterium functions functions like like a a single single magnetic magnetic dipole dipole and and causes causes the the cell cell to to behave behave similarly. similarly. Therefore, Therefore, the the cell cell has has maximized maximized its its magnetic magnetic dipole dipole moment moment by by ananging ananging the the magnetosomes magnetosomes in in chains. chains. The The magnetic magnetic dipole dipole moment moment of of the the cell cell is is generally generally large large enough enough that that its its interaction interaction with with the the Earth's Earth's geomagnetic geomagnetic field field overcomes overcomes the the thermal thermal forces forces tending tending to to randomize randomize the the cell's cell's orientation orientation in in its its aqueous aqueous surroundings surroundings (50) . (50 Originally, Originally, magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria were were thought thought to to have have one one of of two two magnetic magnetic polarities, polarities, north north or or south south seeking, seeking, depending depending on on the the magnetic magnetic orientation orientation of of the the magnetic magnetic dipoles dipoles of of the the cells cells with with respect respect to to their their direction direction of of motion. motion. The The vertical vertical component component of of the the inclined inclined geomagnetic geomagnetic field field appeared appeared to to select select for for a a predominant predominant polarity polarity in in each each hemisphere hemisphere by by favoring favoring cells cells whose whose polarity polarity causes causes them them to to migrate migrate down down toward toward the the microaerobic microaerobic sediments sediments and and away away from from potentially potentially toxic toxic concen concen trations trations of of oxygen oxygen in in surface surface waters. waters. This This scenario scenario appears appears to to be be at at least least partially partially true: true: north-seeking north-seeking magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria predominate predominate in in the the Northern Northern hemisphere. hemisphere. while while south-seeking south-seeking cells cells predominate predominate in in the the Southern Southern hemisphere hemisphere (30, (30, 75). 75). At At the the Equator, Equator, where where the the vertical vertical component component of of the the geomagnetic geomagnetic field field is is zero. zero. equal equal numbers numbers of of both both polarities polarities coexist coexist (54) . (54) . However, However, the the discovery discovery of of stable stable popula popula tions tions of of magneto magneto tactic tactic bacteria bacteria existing existing at at specific specific depths depths in in the the water water columns columns of of chemically chemically stratified stratified aquatic aquatic systems systems at at higher higher latitudes latitudes (9) (9) and and the the observation observation that that virtually virtually all all magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria in in pure pure culture culture form form microaerophilic microaerophilic bands bands of of cells cells some some distance distance from from the the meniscus meniscus of of the the growth growth medium medium (52) (52) are are not not consistent consistent with with this this original original simple simple model model of of magnetotaxis. magnetotaxis. For For example, example, according according to to this this model, model, persistent persistent North-seeking North-seeking magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria in in the the Northern Northern hemisphere hemisphere should should always always be be found found in in the the sediments sediments or or at at the the bottom bottom of of culture culture tubes. tubes.
Like Like most most other other free-swimming free-swimming bacteria, bacteria, magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria propel propel them them selves selves forward forward in in their their aqueous aqueous surroundings surroundings by by rotating rotating their their helical helical flagella flagella (162) . (162) .
Unlike Unlike cells cells of of Escherichia Escherichia coli coli and and other other chemotactic chemotactic bacteria, bacteria, magnetotactic magnetotactic bac bac teria teria do do not not exhibit exhibit the the characteristic characteristic "run "run and and tumble" tumble" motility motility (3). (3). Because Because of of their their magnetosomes, magnetosomes, magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria are are oriented oriented and and migrate migrate along along the the local local magnetic magnetic fIeld fIeld B. B. Some Some magnetotactic magnetotactic spirilla, spirilla, such such as as Magneto.\pirillum Magneto.\pirillum magne magne totacticum, totacticum, swim swim parallel parallel or or antiparallel antiparallel to to B B and and form form aerotactic aerotactic bands bands (31, (31, 167) 167) at at a a preferred preferred oxygen oxygen concentration concentration [02J. [02J. In In a a homogeneous homogeneous medium, medium, roughly roughly equal equal numbers numbers of of cells cells swim swim in in either either direction direction along along B B (31, (31, ] ] 67). 67). This This behavior behavior has has been been termed termed axial axial magneto-aerotaxis magneto-aerotaxis (52), (52) , because because the the cells cells use use the the magnetic magnetic field field as as an an axis axis for for migration, migration, with with aerotaxis aerotaxis determining determining the the direction direction of of migration migration along along the the axis, axis, Most Most microaerophilic microaerophilic bacteria bacteria foral foral aerotactic aerotactic bands bands at at a a preferred preferred or or optimal optimal [02J [02J where where the the proton proton motive motive force force is is maximal maximal (199) , (199) , using using a a temporal temporal sensory sensory mechanism mechanism (159) (159) In In contrast, contrast, ubiquitous ubiquitous freshwater freshwater and and marine marine bilophotrichously bilophotrichously flagellated flagellated (hav (hav ing ing two two flagellar flagellar bundles bundles on on one one hemisphere hemisphere of of the the cell) cell) magnetotactic magnetotactic cocci cocci (26, (26, 52, 52, 120,121) 120,121) and and some some other other magnetotactic magnetotactic strains strains swim swim persistently persistently in in a a preferred preferred direction direction relative relative to to B B when when examined examined microscopically microscopically in in wet wet mounts mounts (26, (26, 52). 52). In In fact, fact, this this persistent persistent swimming swimming of of cocci cocci in in a a preferred preferred direction direction led led to to the the discovery discovery of of magnetotaxis magnetotaxis in in bacteria bacteria (26) . (26 [02J [02J higher higher than than optimum optimum swim swim persistently persistently in in one one direction direction relative relative to to B B until until they they reach reach a a low low [02J [02J threshold, threshold, where where they they reverse reverse flagellar flagellar rotation rotation and and hence hence swimming swimming direction direction relative relative to to B. B. They They continue continue until until they they reach reach a a high high [02J [02J thresh thresh old, old, where where they they reverse reverse again. again. In In wet wet mounts, mounts, the the [02J [02J is is above above optimal optimal and and the the cells cells swim swim persistently persistently in in one one direction direction relative relative to to B. B. This This model, model, termed termed polar polar magneto-aerotaxis magneto-aerotaxis (52), (52) , accounts accounts for for the the ability ability of of the the magnetotactic magnetotactic cocci cocci to to mi mi grate grate to to and and maintain maintain position position at at the the preferred preferred [02J [02J at at the the OATZ OATZ in in chemically chemically stratified, stratified, semianaerobic semianaerobic basins. basins. An An assay assay using using chemical chemical gradients gradients in in thin thin capil capil laries laries has has been been developed developed that that distinguishes distinguishes between between axial axial and and polar polar magnetoaer magnetoaer otaxis otaxis (53) . (53) .
For For both both aerotactic aerotactic mechanisms, mechanisms, migration migration along along magnetic magnetic field field lines lines reduces reduces a a three-dimensional three-dimensional search search problem problem to to a a one-dimensional one-dimensional search search problem. problem. Thus. Thus. mag mag netotaxis netotaxis is is presumably presumably advantageous advantageous to to motile motile microorganisms microorganisms in in vertical vertical concen concen tration tration gradients gradients because because it it increases increases the the efficiency efficiency of of finding finding and and maintaining maintaining an an optimal optimal position position in in such such concentration concentration gradients, gradients, in in this this case, case, vertical vertical oxygen oxygen gra gra dients dients (Fig. (Fig. I) . I). It It is is likely likely that that there there are are other other forms forms of of magnetically magnetically assisted assisted che che motaxis motaxis to to molecules molecules or or ions ions other other than than oxygen, oxygen, such such as as sulfide. sulfide. or or magnetically magnetically assisted assisted redox-redox-or or phototaxis phototaxis in in bacteria bacteria that that inhabit inhabit the the anaerobic anaerobic zone zone (e.g (e.g .. .. greig greig ite ite producers) producers) in in chemically chemically stratified stratified waters waters and and sediments. sediments.
It It is is important important to to realize realize that that the the function function of of cellular cellular magnetotaxis magnetotaxis described described above above appears appears to to be be a a consequence consequence of of the the cell cell possessing possessing magnetosomes. magnetosomes. Bacteria Bacteria can can only only react react to to a a stimulus stimulus and and therefore therefore do do not not make make the the magnetosomes magnetosomes for for magnetotaxis magnetotaxis (a (a teleological teleological argument). argument). In In addition, addition, there there is is some some conflicting conflicting evi evi dence dence about about the the role role of of magnetosomes magnetosomes in in magnetotaxis. magnetotaxis. For For example, example, many many obli obli gately gatety microaerophilic microaerophilic bacteria bacteria find find and and maintain maintain an an optimal optimal position position at at the the OATZ OATZ without without the the help help of of magnetosomes, magnetosomes, cultured cultured magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria form form microaer microaer ophilic ophilic bands bands of of cells cells in in the the absence absence of of a a magnetic magnetic field, field, and and some some greigite greigite producing producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria collected collected from from the the environment environment produce produce gas gas vacuoles, vacuoles, presumably presumably for for buoyancy buoyancy (4) . (4). Thus, Thus, it it appears appears likely likely that that the the enormous enormous amount amount of of iron iron uptake uptake and and magnetosome magnetosome production production is is somehow somehow also also linked linked to to the the physiology physiology of of the the cell cell and and to to other, other, as as yet yet unknown, unknown, cellular cellular functions. functions.
Composition Composition and and Morphology Morphology of of the the Magnetosome Magnetosome Mineral Mineral Phase Phase
As As stated stated above, above, there there are are two two compositional compositional types types of of magnetosomes magnetosomes in in mag mag netotactic netotactic bacteria: bacteria: iron iron oxides oxides and and iron iron sulfides. sulfides. The The mineral mineral composition composition of of the the magnetosome magnetosome is is probably probably under under genetic genetic control control in in that that cells cells of of several several cultured cultured magnetite-producing magnetite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria still still synthesize synthesize an an iron iron oxide oxide (magnet (magnet ite) ite) and and not not an an iron iron sulfide sulfide (grigite) (grigite) even even when when hydrogen hydrogen sulfide sulfide is is present present in in the the growth growth medium medium (118, (118, 119) . 119). The The iron iron oxide-type oxide-type magnetosomes magnetosomes consist consist solely solely of of magnetite. magnetite. The The particle particle morphology morphology of of magnetite magnetite varies varies but but is is consistent consistent within within cells cells of of a a single single bacterial bacterial species species or or strain strain (12) . (12). Three Three general general morphologies morphologies of of magnetite magnetite particles particles have have been been observed observed in in magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria using using transmission transmission electron electron microscopy microscopy (TEM) (TEM) (12, (12, 29, 29, 102 , 102, 173). 173). These These are are include include (i) (i) roughly roughly cu cu boidal boidal (2, (2, 98), 98), (ii) (ii) parallelepipedal parallelepipedal (rectangular (rectangular in in the the horizontal horizontal plane plane of of projec projec tion) tion) (l0, (l0, 120, 120, 121, 121, 183), 183), and and (iii) (iii) tooth, tooth, bullet, bullet, or or arrowhead arrowhead shaped shaped (anisotropic) (anisotropic) (100, (100, 101, 101, 181). 181). Examples Examples are are shown shown in in Fig. Fig. 2 . 2.
High-resolution High-resolution TEM TEM and and selected selected area area electron electron diffraction diffraction studies studies have have revealed revealed that that the the magnetite magnetite particles particles within within magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria are are of of high high structural structural perfection perfection and and have have been been used used to to determine determine their their idealized idealized morphologies morphologies (98-101, (98-101, 108, 108, 118, 118, 119) . 119). These These morphologies morphologies are are all all derived derived from from combinations combinations of of { { I I II II }, }, {IIO}, {IIO}, and and {IOO} {IOO} forms forms with with suitable suitable distortions distortions (41) . (41). The The roughly roughly cuboidal cuboidal par par ticles ticles are are cubo-octahedra cubo-octahedra ({ ({ 100} 100} + + {Ill}), {Ill}), and and the the parallelepipedal parallelepipedal particles particles are are either either truncated truncated pseudo-hexahedral pseudo-hexahedral or or pseudo-octahedral pseudo-octahedral prisms. prisms. Examples Examples are are shown shown in in Figs. Figs . 3a 3a to to d. d. The The cubo-octahedral cubo-octahedral crystal crystal morphology morphology preserves preserves the the symmetry symmetry of of the the face-centered face-centered cubic cubic spinel spinel structure; structure; i.e., i.e., all all equivalent equivalent crystal crystal faces faces develop develop equally. equally. The The pseudo-hexahedral pseudo-hexahedral and and pseudo-octahedral pseudo-octahedral prismatic prismatic par par ticles ticles represent represent anisotropic anisotropic growth growth in in which which equivalent equivalent faces faces develop develop unequally unequally (41, 97) . (41,97).
The The synthesis synthesis of of the the tooth-, tooth-, bullet-, bullet-, and and arrowhead-shaped arrowhead-shaped magnetite magnetite particles particles ( Fig. (Fig. 2c) 2c) appears appears to to be be more more complex complex than than that that of of the the other other forms. forms. They They have have been been examined examined by by high-resolution high-resolution TEM TEM in in one one uncultured uncultured organism organism (100, (100, 101), 101), and and their their idealized idealized morphology morphology suggests suggests that that the the growth growth of of these these particles particles occurs occurs in in two two stages. stages. The The nascent nascent crystals crystals are are cubo-octahedra cubo-octahedra which which subsequently subsequently elongate elongate along along the the [III] [III] axis axis parallel parallel to to the the chain chain direction. direction.
Whereas Whereas the the cubo-octahedral cubo-octahedral form form of of magnetite magnetite can can occur occur in in inorganically inorganically formed formed magnetites magnetites (138) , (138) , the the prevalence prevalence of of elongated elongated pseudo-hexahedral pseudo-hexahedral or or pseudo pseudo octahedral octahedral habits habits in in magnetosome magnetosome crystals crystals imply imply anisotropic anisotropic growth growth conditions, conditions, e.g., e.g., a a temperature temperature gradient, gradient, a a concentration concentration gradient, gradient, or or anisotropic anisotropic ion ion flux flux (97). (97). al'pc,lI' hcxagon'll. zone zone axis axis for for which which the the particle particle pmjectiol1'i pmjectiol1'i al'pc.lI· hcxagon'11. (bl (bl Bright-field Bright-field STEM STEM of of a a chain chain of of crystals crystals within within a a celioI' celioI' an an p'1l',llk unidcntified unidcntified marine marine vibrio, vibrio, with with p'1l"llk lepipedal lepipedal projections. projections. (c) (c) Bright-tield Bright-tield STEM STEM of of tooth-shaped tooth-shaped (anisotmpic) (anisotmpic) magne magne tosomes tosomes from from an an rllLl-sh'IIJed unidentilied unidentilied marine marine rml-sh'IIJed bacterium. bacterium. This This aspect aspect of of magnetosome magnetosome particle particle morphology morphology has has been been used used to to distinguish distinguish magnetosome magnetosome magnetite magnetite from from detrital detrital or or BIM-type BIM-type magnetite magnetite using using electron electron mi mi croscopy croscopy of of magnetic magnetic extracts extracts from from sediments sediments (37, (37, 38, 38 Although Although all all freshwater freshwater magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria synthesize synthesize magnetite magnetite as as the the min min eral eral phase phase of of their their magnetsomes, magnetsomes, many many marine, marine, estuarine, estuarine, and and salt salt marsh marsh species species produce produce an an iron iron sulfide-type sulfide-type magnetosome magnetosome which which consists consists primarily primarily of of the the magnetic magnetic iron iron sulfide sulfide greigite greigite (7, (7, 8, 8, (104) (104) and and pyrrhotite pyrrhotite (48) (48) have have not not been been confirmed confirmed and and may may represent represent misidentifications misidentifications of of additional additional iron iron sulfide sulfide species species occasionally occasionally observed observed with with greigite greigite in in cells cells (145, (145, 146) 146) (discussed (discussed below). below). Currently Currently recognized recognized greigite-producing greigite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria include include a a many-celled many-celled magnetotactic magnetotactic procaryote procaryote (MMP) (MMP) that that consists consists of of an an aggregation aggregation of of about about 20 20 to to 30 30 cells cells arranged arranged in in a a spherical spherical manner, manner, which which is is motile motile as as an an entire entire unit unit and and not not as as separate separate cells cells (40, (40, 49, 49, 150, 150, 151) , 151), and and a a variety variety of of relatively relatively large, large, rod-shaped rod-shaped bacteria bacteria (7, (7, 8, 8 , II, II, 69, 69, 70). 70).
The The iron iron sulfide-type sulfide-type magnetosomes magnetosomes contain contain either either particles particles of of greigite greigite (69, (69, 70) 70) or or a a mixture mixture of of greigite greigite and and transient transient nonmagnetic nonmagnetic iron iron sulfide sulfide phases phases that that probably probably represent represent mineral mineral precursors precursors to to greigite greigite (145, (145, ] ] 46). 46). These These phases phases include include macki macki nawite nawite and and probably probably a a sphalerite-type sphalerite-type cubic cubic FeS FeS (145, (145, 146). 146). Based Based on on TEM TEM ob ob servations, servations, electron electron diffraction, diffraction, and and known known iron iron sulfide sulfide chemistry chemistry (18, (18, 20, 20, 21) , 21), the the reaction reaction scheme scheme for for greigite greigite formation formation in in the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria appears appears to to be be cubic cubic FeS FeS --+ --+ mackinawite mackinawite (tetragonal (tetragonal FeS) FeS) --+ --+ greigite greigite (Fe (Fe 3 3 S S 4 4 ) ) (145, (145, 146). 146). The The de de novo novo synthesis synthesis of of nonmagnetic nonmagnetic crystalline crystalline iron iron sulfide sulfide precursors precursors to to greigite greigite aligned aligned along along the the magnetosome magnetosome chain chain indicates indicates that that chain chain formation formation and and the the orientation orientation of of the the magnetosomes magnetosomes in in the the chain chain do do not not necessarily necessarily involve involve magnetic magnetic interactions. interactions. Interestingly, Interestingly, under under the the strongly strongly reducing, reducing, sulfidic sulfidic conditions conditions at at neutral neutral pH pH in in which which the the greigite-producing greigite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria are are found found (7, (7, 8) , 8) , greigite greigite particles particles would would be be expected expected to to transform transform into into pyrite pyrite (18, (18, 
20). 20). It It is is not not known known if if and and how how cells cells prevent prevent this this transformation. transformation.
As As with with magnetite, magnetite, three three particle particle morphologies morphologies of of greigite greigite have have been been observed observed in in magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria: bacteria: (i) (i) cubo-octahedral cubo-octahedral (the (the equilibrium equilibrium form form of of face face centered centered cubic cubic greigite) greigite) (69, (69, 70), 70), (ii) (ii) pseudo-rectangular pseudo-rectangular prismatic prismatic (Fig. (Fig. 3e 3e to to f f and and 4) 4) (69, (69, 70), 70), and and (iii) (iii) tooth tooth shaped shaped (145, (145, 146). 146). Like Like that that of of their their magnetite magnetite coun coun terparts, terparts, the the morphology morphology of of the the greigite greigite particles particles also also appears appears to to be be species-species-and/ and/ or or strain strain specific, specific, although although confirmation confirmation of of this this observation observation will will require require controlled controlled studies studies of of pure pure cultures cultures of of greigite-producing greigite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria, bacteria, none none of of which which Figure Figure 4 is is currently currently available. available. One One clear clear exception exception to to this this rule rule is is the the MMP MMP (see (see above) above) (7, (7, 8, 8, 11. 11. 49, 49, 104, 104 , ISO, ISO, 151). 151). This This unusual unusual microorganism, microorganism, found found in in salt salt marsh marsh pools pools all all over over the the world world and and in in some some deep-sea deep-sea sediments, sediments, contains contains pleomorphic, pleomorphic, pseudo pseudo rectangular rectangular prismatic, prismatic, tooth-shaped, tooth-shaped, and and cubo-octahedral cubo-octahedral greigite greigite particles. particles. Some Some of of the the these these particle particle morphologies morphologies are are shown shown in in Fig. Fig. 5 . 5 . Therefore, Therefore, the the biominer biominer alization alization process(es) process(es) appears appears to to be be more more complicated complicated in in this this organism organism than than in in the the rods rods with with greigite-containing greigite-containing magnetnsomes magnetnsomes or or in in magnetite-producing magnetite-producing magneto magneto tactic tactic bacteria. bacteria.
One One slow-swimming, slow-swimming, rod-shaped rod-shaped bacterium, bacterium, collected collected from from the the OATZ OATZ from from the the Pettaquamscutl Pettaquamscutl Estuary, Estuary, was was found found to to contain contain arrowhead-shaped arrowhead-shaped crystals crystals of of mag mag netite netite and and rectangular rectangular prismatic prismatic crystals crystals of of greigite greigite co-organized co-organized within within the the same same chains chains of of magnetosomes magnetosomes (this (this organism organism usually usually contains contains two two parallel parallel chains chains of of magnetosomes), magnetosomes), as as shown shown in in Fig. Fig. 6 6 (9, (9, 13). 13). In In cells cells of of this this uncultured uncultured organism, organism, the the magnetite magnetite and and greigite greigite crystals crystals occur occur with with different, different, mineraL-specific mineraL-specific morphol morphol ogies ogies and and sizes sizes and and are are positioned positioned with with their their long long axes axes oriented oriented along along the the chain chain direction. direction. Both Both particle particle morphologies morphologies have have been been found found in in organisms organisms with with single single mineral-component mineral-component chains chains (69, (69, 70, 70, 100, 100, 10 10 I), I), which which suggests suggests that that the the lllagnetosome lllagnetosome membranes membranes surrounding surrounding the the magnetite magnetite and and greigite greigite particles particles contain contain ditTerent ditTerent nu nu cleation cleation templates templates and and that that there there are are differences differences in in magnetosome magnetosome vesicle vesicle biosyn biosyn thesis. thesis. Thus, Thus, it it is is likely likely that that two two separate separate sets sets of of genes genes control control the the biomineralization biomineralization of of magnetite magnetite and and greigite greigite in in this this organism. organism.
In In sum, sum, the the consistent consistent narrow narrow size size range range ( the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria exert exert a a high high degree degree of of control control over over the the biomineralization biomineralization processes processes involved involved in in magnetosome magnetosome synthesis. synthesis.
Effect Effect of of Environmental Environmental Conditions Conditions on on Biomineralization Biomineralization
Can Can local local environmental environmental conditions conditions affect affect the the biomineralization biomineralization of of the the mineral mineral phase phase of of the the magnetosome? magnetosome? This This might might occur occur in in the the form form of of variations variations in in the the stoichiometry stoichiometry of of the the metal metal and/or and/or the the nonmetal nonmetal components components of of the the mineral mineral phase phase or or through through the the replacement replacement of of the the either either the the metal metal or or nonmetal nonmetal component component of of the the magnetosome magnetosome mineral mineral phase. phase. Here Here we we discuss discuss stoichiometry stoichiometry changes changes and and specifl specifl cally cally whether whether iron iron can can be be replaced replaced with with other other transition transition metal metal ions ions and and whether whether sulfur sulfur and and oxygen oxygen can can replace replace each each other other as as the the nonmetal nonmetal component component in in the the mag mag netosome netosome mineral mineral phase. phase.
The The replacement replacement of of iron iron in in magnetosomes magnetosomes has has not not been been studied studied in in great great detail detail in in pure pure cultures. cultures. Gorby Gorby (62) (62) showed showed that that iron iron could could not not be be replaced replaced by by other other transition transition metal metal ions, ions, including including titanium, titanium, chromium. chromium. cobalt. cobalt. copper. copper. nickeL nickeL mercury, mercury, and and lead. lead. in in the the magnetite magnetite crystals crystals of of Mag17c/ospirillll/)) Mag17c/ospirillll/)) /))agneto/aeriell/)) /))agneto/aeriell/)) when when cells cells were were grown grown in in the the presence presence of of these these ions. ions. However. However. Towe Towe and and Moench Moench (183) (183) re re panicles uncultured uncultured ported ported very very small small amounts amounts of of titanium titanium in in the the magnetite magnetite particles of of an an freshwater freshwater magnetolactic magnetolactic coccus coccus collected collected from from a a wastewater wastewater treatment treatment pond. pond. Sig Sig niticant niticant amounts amounts of of copper copper have have been been found found in in the the greigite greigite particles particles of of the the MMP MMP (II) (II) described described above. above. The The amount amount of of copper copper was was t'xtremely t'xtremely variable variable and and ranged ranged from from abollt abollt 0.1 0.1 to to concen 10 10 atomicc/o atomicc/o relative relative to to iron. iron. The The copper copper appeared appeared to to be be concen trated trated mostly mostly on on the the surface surface of of the the particles particles and and was was present present only only in in organisms organisms collected collected from from a a salt salt marsh marsh in in Morro Morro Bay, Bay, Calif., Calif., and and not not in in those those collected collected from from other other sites. sites. Interestingly, Interestingly, magnetosomes magnetosomes in in rod-shaped rod-shaped magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria that that also also produce produce greigite greigite collected collected from from the the same same site site in in Morro Morro Bay Bay did did not not contain contain copper. copper. The The presence presence of of copper copper did did not not appear appear to to affect affect the the function function of of the the mag mag netosomes, netosomes, since since the the organisms organisms were were still still magnetotactic. magnetotactic. More More recently, recently, copper copper has has also also been been found found in in the the greigite greigite particles particles of of rod-shaped rod-shaped magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria from from sites sites other other than than Morro Morro Bay Bay (146) . (146). These These observations observations may may indicate indicate that that the the mineral mineral phase phase of of the the magnetosomes magnetosomes in in these these organisms organisms is is more more susceptible susceptible to to chemical chemical and and redox redox conditions conditions in in the the external external environment environment and/ and/ or or that that the the magnetosomes magnetosomes could could function function in in transition transition metal metal detoxification. detoxification.
The The conversion conversion of of cubic cubic FeS FeS and and mackinawite mackinawite to to greigite greigite (145, (145, 146) 146) in in greigite greigite producing producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria clearly clearly represents represents an an example example of of changes changes in in the the stoichiometry stoichiometry of of the the metal metal and and nonmetal nonmetal components components of of the the magnetosome magnetosome particle. particle. Based Based on on thermodynamic thermodynamic considerations, considerations, cubic cubic FeS FeS and and mackinawite mackinawite transform transform to to greigite greigite under under strongly strongly reducing reducing sulfidic sulfidic conditions conditions at at neutral neutral pH pH (21, (21, 145, 145, 146) , 146), conditions conditions that that exist exist where where these these organisms organisms are are found found (7, (7, 8). 8). There There is is also also the the possibility possibility that that these these transformations transformations are are catalyzed catalyzed by by the the cell. cell.
Cells Cells of of the the slow-moving slow-moving magnetotactic magnetotactic rod rod from from the the Pett8quamscutt Pett8quamscutt Estuary Estuary that that biomineralize biomineralize both both magnetite magnetite and and greigite greigite were were found found to to extend extend well well below below the the OATZ OATZ proper proper at at this this chemically chemically stratified stratified site site (9) . (9). Cells Cells collected collected from from the the more more oxidized oxidized regions regions of of the the OATZ OATZ contained contained more more or or exclusively exclusively 8rrowhead-shaped 8rrowhead-shaped magnetite magnetite particles, particles, while while cells cells collected collected from from below below the the OATZ OATZ in in the the anaerobic anaerobic suHidic suHidic zone zone contained contained more more or or exclusively exclusively greigite greigite particles. particles. This This finding finding suggests suggests that that environmental environmental parameters parameters such such as as local local molecular molecular oxygen oxygen and/or and/or hydrogen hydrogen sulfide sulfide concentrations concentrations and/or and/or redox redox conditions conditions somehow somehow regulate regulate the the relative relative bio bio mineralization mineralization of of iron iron oxides oxides and and iron iron sulfides sulfides in in this this bacterium bacterium (9). (9).
Chemistry Chemistry and and Biochemistry Biochemistry of of Magnetosome Magnetosome Formation Formation
The The first first step step in in the the synthesis synthesis of of magnetite magnetite (and (and probably probably greigite greigite as as well) well) in in magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria is is the the uptake uptake of of iron. iron. Free Free reduced reduced Fe(II) Fe(II) is is very very soluble soluble (up (up to to 100 100 mM mM at at neutral neutral pH pH [132] ) [132] ) and and is is easily easily taken taken up up by by bacteria, bacteria, usually usually by by nonspecific nonspecific means. means. However, However, because because free free oxidized oxidized Fe(\II) Fe(\II) is is so so insoluble, insoluble, most most microbes microbes have have to to rely rely on on iron iron chelators chelators which which bind bind and and solubilize solubilize Fe(IIl) Fe(IIl) for for uptake. uptake. Microbially Microbially produced produced Fe(IIl) Fe(IIl) chelators chelators are are called called siderophores siderophores and and are are defined defined as as low-molecular-mass low-molecular-mass « « I I kDa), kDa), virtually virtually specific specific ligands ligands that that facilitate facilitate the the solubil solubil ization ization and and transport transport of of Fe(III) Fe(III) (67). (67). Siderophores Siderophores are are generally generally produced produced under under iron-limited iron-limited conditions, conditions, and and their their synthesis synthesis is is repressed repressed under under high-iron high-iron conditions. conditions. Several Several studies, studies, all all involving involving magnetotactic magnetotactic spirilla, spirilla, have have focused focused on on iron iron uptake uptake in in the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria. bacteria.
A A hydroxamate hydroxamate siderophore siderophore was was found found to to be be produced produced by by cells cells of of M. M. magne magne totacticum totacticum grown grown under under high-iron high-iron but but not not under under low-iron low-iron conditions conditions (139) . (139). Thus, Thus, the the siderophore siderophore production production pattern pattern here here is is the the reverse reverse of of what what is is normally normally observed. observed. Later Later studies studies have have not not confirmed confirmed this this finding. finding. Earlier, Earlier, Frankel Frankel et et al. al. (56) (56) assumed assumed that that iron iron uptake uptake by by this this organism organism probably probably occurred occurred via via a a nonspecific nonspecific transport transport system. system. Although Although iron iron is is supplied supplied as as Fe(III) Fe(III) chelated chelated to to quinic quinic acid, acid, the the growth growth medium medium also also contains contains chemical chemical reducing reducing agents agents (e.g., (e.g., thioglycolate thioglycolate or or ascorbic ascorbic acid) acid) potent potent enough enough to to reduce reduce Fe(lII) Fe(lII) to to Fe(II). Fe(II). Thus, Thus, both both forms forms of of iron iron are are present present in in the the growth growth medium, medium, and and it it is is not not known known which which form form is is taken taken up up by by the the cell. cell. (156) found found that that spent spent medium medium stimulated stimulated iron iron uptake uptake to to a a high high degree degree in in cells cells of of M. M. gryphisl1'a/dense gryphisl1'a/dense but but found found no no evidence evidence for for the the presence presence of of a a siderophore. siderophore. They They also also showed showed that that the the major major portion portion of of iron iron Fe(lII) for for magnetite magnetite synthesis synthesis was was taken taken up up as as Fe(III) and and that that Fe(III) Fe(III) uptake uptake appears appears to to be be an an energy-dependent energy-dependent process. process. Fe(II) Fe(II) was was also also taken taken up up by by cells cells but but by by a a slow, slow, diffusion-like diffusion-like process, process, while while Fe(III) Fe(III) uptake uptake followed is is taken taken up up by by the the cell cell (by (by non non specific specific means means as as described described above) above) and and reduced reduced to to Fe(II) Fe(II) as as it it enters enters the the cell. cell. It It is is then then thought thought to to be be reoxidized reoxidized to to form form a a low-density low-density hydrous hydrous Fe(III) Fe(III) oxide, oxide, which which is is then then dehydrated dehydrated to to form form a a high-density high-density Fe(III) Fe(III) oxide oxide (ferrihydrite), (ferrihydrite), which which was was Fe(IIl) directly directly observed observed in in cells. cells. In In the the last last step, step, one-third one-third of of the the Fe(III) ions ions in in ferrihydrite ferrihydrite are are reduced reduced and, and, with with further further dehydration. dehydration. magnetite magnetite is is produced. produced. However, However, Schuler Schuler and and Baeuerlein Baeuerlein (157) (157) showed showed that that in in cells cells of of M. M. gnphisl1'a/dense. gnphisl1'a/dense. Fe(III) Fe(III) is is taken taken up up and and rapidly rapidly converted converted to to magnetite magnetite without without any any apparent apparent delay. delay. suggesting suggesting that that there there is is no no signifIcant signifIcant accumulation accumulation of of a a precursor precursor to to magnetite magnetite inside inside the the cell. cell. at at least least under under the the conditions conditions of of the the experiment, experiment, which which appeared appeared to to be be optimal optimal for for magnetite magnetite production production by by that that organism. organism.
The The mechanism mechanism by by which which specific specific shapes shapes of of magnetite magnetite are are formed formed is is unknown unknown at at present. present. but but it it is is thought thought that that the the final final two two steps steps occur occur in in the the magnetosome magnetosome membrane membrane vesicle, vesicle, which which apparently apparently nucleates nucleates and and also also constrains constrains crystal crystal growth. growth. It It is is clear clear that that many many more more studies studies involving involving several several different different organisms organisms are are required required before before we we fully fully understand understand the the precipitation precipitation of of magnetite magnetite and and greigite greigite in in magne magne totactic totactic bacteria. bacteria.
Physiology Physiology
Many Many features features common common to to the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria were were described described above. above. There There are are also also some some physiological physiological features features common common to to all all that that have have been been studied. studied. However. However. since since only only a a handful handful of of strains strains are are in in pure pure culture culture and and most most of of these these are are microaerophilic microaerophilic freshwater freshwater spirilla spirilla that that produce produce cubo-octahedral cubo-octahedral particles particles of of mag mag netite, netite, the the amount amount of of data data is is limited. limited. Although Although magnetite magnetite synthesis synthesis has has not not yet yet been been linked linked to to the the physiology physiology of of a a magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterium. bacterium. it it is is important important to to understand understand the the physiology physiology of of these these bacteria bacteria and and the the conditions conditions under under which which they they synthesize synthesize magnetosomes magnetosomes in in order order to to find find this this link. link. One One point point is is clear, clear, though; though; magnetite magnetite is is formed formed by by physiologically physiologically diverse diverse magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria only only under under microaerobic microaerobic and/ and/ or or anaerobic anaerobic conditions, conditions, depending depending on on the the species. species.
The The first first magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterium bacterium to to be be isolated isolated and and grown grown in in pure pure culture culture was was MagnetospirillUin MagnetospirillUin (formerly (formerly Aquaspiri//um Aquaspiri//um [155] ) [155] ) 171agnetotacricum 171agnetotacricum strain strain MS-I MS-I (31, (31, 1(6). 1(6) . This This obligately obligately microaerophilic microaerophilic species species represents represents the the most most extensively extensively studied studied magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterium. bacterium. It It was was isolated isolated from from a a freshwater freshwater swamp swamp and and synthesizes synthesizes cubo-octahedral cubo-octahedral crystals crystals of of magnetite magnetite (97, (97, 98). 98). Its Its cells cells are are helical helical and and possess possess an an unsheathed unsheathed polar polar flagellum flagellum at at each each end. end. This This organism organism is is obligately obligately respiratory respiratory and and cannot cannot ferment ferment and and is is nutritionally nutritionally a a chemoorganoheterotroph chemoorganoheterotroph that that uses uses organic organic acids acids as as a a source source of of energy energy and and carbon carbon (31) . (31) . The The cells cells do do not not produce produce catalase, catalase, which which might might explain explain their their microaerophilic microaerophilic nature, nature, but but they they produce produce several several periplasmic periplasmic superoxide superoxide dismutases dismutases of of the the iron iron and and manganese manganese types types (161) . (161). Cells Cells fix fix atmospheric atmospheric dinitrogen, dinitrogen, as as evidenced evidenced by by their their ability ability to to reduce reduce acetylene acetylene to to ethylene ethylene under under nitrogen-limited nitrogen-limited conditions conditions (5, (5, 6a). 6a). This This organism organism uses uses oxygen oxygen or or nitrate nitrate as as a a terminal terminal electron electron acceptor acceptor and and is is a a denitrifier denitrifier that that produces produces nitrous nitrous oxide oxide and and dinitrogen dinitrogen from from nitrate nitrate (6). (6) . Unlike Unlike most most denitrifying denitrifying bacteria, bacteria, cells cells re re quire quire a a small small amount amount of of molecular molecular dioxygen dioxygen for for nitrate-dependent nitrate-dependent growth growth (6). (6) . In In terestingly, terestingly, cells cells produce produce more more magnetite magnetite when when grown grown with with nitrate nitrate than than with with oxygen oxygen as as a a terminal terminal electron electron acceptor. acceptor. However, However, molecular molecular oxygen oxygen must must still still be be present present for for magnetite magnetite synthesis synthesis when when nitrate nitrate is is present present in in the the growth growth medium, medium, with with the the optimal optimal concentration concentration for for maximum maximum magnetite magnetite yields yields being being I I % % oxygen oxygen in in the the head head space space of of cultures cultures and and concentrations concentrations greater greater than than 5% 5% being being inhibitory inhibitory (32). (32). Recent Recent isotope isotope experiments experiments clearly clearly show show that that molecular molecular 0: 0: is is not not incorporated incorporated into into mag mag netite, netite, however, however, and and that that the the oxygen oxygen in in magnetite magnetite is is derived derived from from water water (95) . (95) . The The role role that that molecular molecular 0: 0: plays plays in in magnetite magnetite synthesis synthesis is is thus thus unknown, unknown, but but it it has has been been clearly clearly shown shown to to affect affect the the synthesis synthesis of of specific specific proteins proteins in in M. M (154) showed showed that that the the presence presence of of oxygen oxygen in in nitrate-grown nitrate-grown cultures cultures repressed repressed the the synthesis synthesis of of a a 140-kDa 140-kDa membrane membrane protein protein in in M. M. magnetotacticUin magnetotacticUin whose whose function function is is unknown unknown and and Short Short and and Blakemore Blakemore (16 (16 J J ) ) showed showed that that increasing increasing the the oxygen oxygen tension tension from from I I to to 10% 10% of of saturation saturation in in cultures cultures of of M. M. l11agnetotacticum l11agnetotacticum caused caused cells cells to to express express increased increased activity activity of of the the manganese manganese type type superoxide superoxide dismutase dismutase relative relative to to that that of of the the iron iron type. type.
Guerin Guerin and and Blakemore Blakemore (66) (66) reported reported anaerobic, anaerobic, iron-dependent iron-dependent growth growth of of M. M. magnetotacticum magnetotacticum in in the the absence absence of of nitrate. nitrate. Although Although cells cells grown grown with with "amorphous" "amorphous" Fe(lII) Fe(lII) were were extremely extremely magnetic magnetic and and produced produced nearly nearly twice twice as as many many magnetosomes magnetosomes as as did did nitrate-grown nitrate-grown cells cells with with optimal optimal 1°1°2 2 ] ] (32), (32), they they grew grew very very slowly slowly under under these these conditions conditions and and the the growth growth yields yields were were poor poor compared compared to to those those on on nitrate nitrate and/ and/ or or oxygen. oxygen. These These authors authors further further showed showed that that iron iron oxidation oxidation may may also also be be linked linked to to aerobic aerobic respiratory respiratory processes, processes, energy energy conservation, conservation, and and magnetite magnetite synthesis synthesis in in M. M. magnetotacticum . magnetotacticum. However, However, given given that that cells cells produce produce so so much much magnetite magnetite during during growth growth with with Fe(lII) Fe(lII) under under anaerobic anaerobic conditions, conditions, it it would would appear appear that that aerobic aerobic iron iron oxidation oxidation is is not not necessary necessary for for magnetite magnetite synthesis. synthesis.
In In an an effort effort to to understand understand the the relationship relationship between between nitrate nitrate and and oxygen oxygen utilization utilization and and magnetite magnetite synthesis, synthesis, Fukumori Fukumori and and coworkers coworkers examined examined electron electron transport transport and and cytochromes cytochromes in in M. M. magnetotacticum. magnetotacticum. Tamegai (195) (195) were were isolated isolated and and purified purified from from M. M. magnetotacticum. magnetotacticum. The The latter latter protein protein was was of of particular particular interest interest since since it it showed showed Fe(II): Fe(II): nitrite nitrite oxidoreductase oxidoreductase activity, activity, which which may may be be linked linked to to the the oxidation oxidation of of Fe(II) Fe(II) in in the the cell cell and and thus thus to to magnetite magnetite synthesis synthesis (195) . (195 (160), (160) , suggesting suggesting that that cells cells conserve conserve energy energy during during the the reduction reduction of of Fe(III). Fe(III). Growth Growth yields yields on on Fe(III) Fe(III) suggest suggest that that iron iron reduction reduction is is also also linked linked to to growth, growth, as as in in the the dissimilatory dissimilatory iron-reducing iron-reducing bacteria bacteria (66). (66). Fe(III) Fe(III) reductase reductase activity activity has has also also been been demonstrated demonstrated in in cell cell extracts extracts of of M. M. magnetotacticum magnetotacticum (140) , (140) The enzyme enzyme appears appears to to be be loosely loosely bound bound on on the the cytoplasmic cytoplasmic face face of of the the cytoplasmic cytoplasmic membrane, membrane, has has an an apparent apparent molecular molecular mass mass of of 36 36 kDa, kDa, and and requires requires reduced reduced NADH NADH and and flavin flavin mononucleotide mononucleotide as as an an electron electron donor donor and and cofactor, cofactor, respectively. respectively. Enzyme Enzyme activity activity was was inhibited inhibited by by zinc, zinc, which which also also reduced reduced the the number number of of magnetite-containing magnetite-containing magnetosomes magnetosomes when when included included in in the the growth growth medium medium as as 2nS0 2nS0 4 4 . . Other Other microaerophilic microaerophilic magnetotactic magnetotactic spirilla, spirilla, physically physically identical identical to to M. M. magne magne totacticum, totacticum, have have been been isolated isolated in in recent recent years. years. Cells Cells of of Magnetospirillum Magnetospirillum strain strain AMB-l, AMB-l, isolated isolated by by Matsunaga Matsunaga et et al. al. (113) , (113), are are apparently apparently much much more more oxygen oxygen tolerant tolerant than than are are those those of of other other magnetotactic magnetotactic species species and, and, unlike unlike other other magneto magneto tactic tactic bacteria, bacteria, can can form form colonies colonies on on the the surface surface of of agar agar plates plates under under a a fully fully aerobic aerobic atmosphere. atmosphere. This This species species seems seems very very similar similar to to M. M. l71agnetotacticul77 l71agnetotacticul77 in in that that it it ap ap pears pears to to synthesize synthesize cubo-octahedral cubo-octahedral crystals crystals of of magnetite, magnetite, is is obligately obligately respiratory, respiratory, and and has has a a chemoorganoheterotrophic chemoorganoheterotrophic mode mode of of nutrition nutrition using using organic organic acids acids as as sources sources of of energy energy and and carbon. carbon. Its Its cells, cells, like like those those of of M. M. l77agJ1etotacticul77, l77agnetotacticul77 , form form more more magnetosomes magnetosomes when when grown grown with with nitrate, nitrate, but but unlike unlike cells cells of of M. M. magnetotac magnetotac ticul11 ticul11 , , they they grow grow anaerobically anaerobically with with nitrate nitrate and and synthesize synthesize magnetite magnetite without without mo mo lecular lecular oxygen oxygen (113). (113). Growth Growth and and inhibitor inhibitor studies studies (113, (113, 115) 115) show show that that MagJ1etospirillul77 Magnetospirillul77 strain strain AMB-I AMB-I uses uses nitrate nitrate as as a a terminal terminal electron electron acceptor. acceptor. al al though though the the products products of of nitrate nitrate reduction reduction were were not not reported. reported. Cells Cells of of another another mi mi croaerophilic, croaerophilic, freshwater freshwater magnetotactic magnetotactic spirillum, spirillum, described described by by Schleifer Schleifer et et al. al. (155) , (155) , M. M. gryphiswaldeJ1se , are are very very similar similar in in morphology, morphology, ultrastructure, ultrastructure, and and gryphiswaldense, MagJ1etospirillul77 physiology physiology to to the the other other Magnetospirillul77 species species described described above above and, and, like like cells cells of of all all the the freshwater freshwater magnetotactic magnetotactic spirilla, spirilla, produce produce cubo-octahedral cubo-octahedral crystals crystals of of grvphiswaldeJ1se magnetite. magnetite. As As in in M. M. l77agne/otacticul11, l77agne/otacticul11, magnetite magnetite production production in in M. M. grvphiswaldense grvphis\\'aldeJ1se is is induced induced under under microaerobic microaerobic conditions conditions (156, (156, 157 
6a). (6a).
A A marine marine magnetotactic magnetotactic vibrioid vibrioid bacteri bacteri um, um, strain strain MV-I. MV-I. was was isolated isolated by by Ba Ba zylinski zylinski et et al. al. (10) . (10). Cells Cells of of strain strain MV-l MV-l possess possess a a single, single, unsheathed unsheathed polar polar flagel flagel lum lum and and grow grow and and synthesize synthesize pseudo-hexahedral pseudo-hexahedral prismatic prismatic crystals crystals of of magnetite magnetite in in their their magnetosomes magnetosomes microaerobically microaerobically and and anaerobically anaerobically with with nitrous nitrous oxide oxide as as the the terminal terminal electron electron acceptor. acceptor. The The cells cells appear appear to to produce produce more more magnetite magnetite under under an an aerobic aerobic than than under under microaerobic microaerobic conditions conditions (10) . (10). This This species species is is nutritionally nutritionally ver ver satile, satile, being being able able to to grow grow chemoorganoheterotrophically chemoorganoheterotrophically with with organic organic and and amino amino acids acids as as carbon carbon and and energy energy sources sources and and chemolithoautotrophically chemolithoautotrophically with with thiosulfate thiosulfate or or sulfide sulfide as as energy energy sources sources (oxidizing (oxidizing them them to to sulfate) sulfate) and and carbon carbon dioxide dioxide as as the the sole sole carbon carbon source source (L. 369, 1996) 1996) cloned cloned and and sequenced sequenced a a cbbM cbbM gene gene (which (which encodes encodes form form II II Rubisco Rubisco enzymes) enzymes) from from strain strain MV-l. MV-l. They They found found no no evi evi dence dence for for a a cbbL cbbL gene gene (which (which encodes encodes form form I I Rubisco Rubisco enzymes) enzymes) in in Southern Southern anal anal yses yses despite despite using using cbbL cbbL gene gene probes probes from from several several different different organisms. organisms. Because Because many many uncultured uncultured magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria collected collected from from natural natural habitats habitats thrive thrive in in oxygen-sulfide oxygen-sulfide inverse inverse gradients gradients and and contain contain internal internal sulfur sulfur deposits deposits (9, (9, 51, 51, 71. 71. 120, 120, 168), 168), it it seems seems likely likely that that many many species species are are chemolithoautotrophs chemolithoautotrophs that that derive derive electrons electrons from from the the oxidation oxidation of of sulfide. sulfide.
By By using using pulsed-field pulsed-field gel gel electrophoresis, electrophoresis, the the genome genome of of strain strain MV-l MV-l was was found found to to consist consist of of a a single, single, circular circular chromosome chromosome of of approximately approximately 3.7 3.7 Mb Mb (39). (39) . There There was was no no evidence evidence of of linear linear chromosomes chromosomes or or extrachromosomal extrachromosomal DNA DNA such such as as plasmids. plasmids.
A A virtually virtually identical identical strain strain to to strain strain MV-I, MV-I, designated designated MV-2, MV-2, was was isolated isolated from from the the Pettaquamscutt Pettaquamscutt Estuary Estuary (40, (40, 118) . 118). Cells Cells of of this this strain strain produce produce the the same same mor mor phological phological type type of of magnetite magnetite crystals crystals as as do do cells cells of of strain strain MV-I MV-I (118) (118) and and display display many many of of the the same same phenotypic phenotypic traits traits as as do do cells cells of of strain strain MV-l, MV-l, such such as as anaerobic anaerobic growth growth with with nitrous nitrous oxide oxide as as a a terminal terminal electron electron acceptor, acceptor, heterotrophic heterotrophic growth growth with with organic organic and and amino amino acids, acids, and and chemolithoautotrophic chemolithoautotrophic growth growth on on reduced reduced sulfur sulfur compounds. compounds. However, However, strain strain MV-2 MV-2 shows shows slightly slightly different different restriction restriction fragment fragment patterns patterns in in pulsed-field pulsed-field gels gels from from those those of of strain strain MV-l MV-l with with the the same same restriction restriction enzymes enzymes (39). (39) . As As with with strain strain MV-I, MV-I, the the genome genome of of strain strain MV-2 MV-2 consists consists of of a a single single circular circular chromosome chromosome of of a a similar similar size, size, about about 3.6 3.6 Mb Mb (39). (39) .
Strain Strain RS-l RS-l is is a a gram-negative, gram-negative, sulfate-reducing, sulfate-reducing, rod-shaped rod-shaped bacterium bacterium that that grows grows and and produces produces bullet-shaped bullet-shaped particles particles of of magnetite magnetite only only under under anaerobic anaerobic con con ditions ditions (153) . (153) . Its Its cells cells are are helicoid helicoid to to rod rod shaped shaped and and possess possess a a single single polar polar fla fla gellum. gellum. Little Little is is known known about about the the physiology physiology of of this this strain. strain. Cells Cells grow grow chemoorganoheterotrophically chemoorganoheterotrophically using using certain certain organic organic acids acids and and alcohols alcohols as as carbon carbon and and energy energy sources sources and and cannot cannot use use nitrate nitrate as as a a terminal terminal electron electron acceptor. acceptor.
Several Several other other pure pure cultures cultures of of magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria exist, exist, but but they they appear appear to to be be obligate obligate microaerophiles microaerophiles and and grow grow poorly poorly (Bazylinski, (Bazylinski, unpublished) . unpublished). Hence, Hence, very very little little is is known known about about them. them. Strain Strain MC-I, MC-I, a a marine marine coccus, coccus, produces produces pseudo pseudo hexahedral hexahedral prisms prisms of of magnetite magnetite and and grows grows chemolithoautotrophically chemolithoautotrophically with with thiosul thiosul fate fate or or sulfide sulfide as as an an electron electron and and energy energy source source (40, (40, 52, 52, 119) . 119). It It has has a a genome genome size size of of approximately approximately 4.5 4.5 Mb Mb as as determined determined by by pulsed-field pulsed-field gel gel electrophoresis electrophoresis (39) . (39). Strain Strain MV-4, MV-4, a a small small marine marine spirillum, spirillum, produces produces elongated elongated octahedrons octahedrons of of mag mag netite netite and and can can grow grow chemolithoautotrophically chemolithoautotrophically with with thiosulfate thiosulfate or or chemoorgano chemoorgano heterotrophically heterotrophically with with succinate succinate (118) . (118).
Magnetosome Magnetosome Membrane Membrane and and BeM BeM of of Magnetite Magnetite
In In all all the the magnetite-producing magnetite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria examined examined to to date, date, the the mag mag netosome netosome crystals crystals appear appear to to be be encased encased in in a a coating coating or or membrane. membrane. In In M. M. magne magne totacticwn, totacticwn, this this structure, structure, the the so-called so-called magnetosome magnetosome membrane, membrane, consists consists of of a a lipid lipid bilayer bilayer containing containing phospholipids phospholipids and and numerous numerous proteins, proteins, some some of of which which appear appear to to be be unique unique to to this this membrane membrane and and are are not not found found in in the the outer outer or or cell cell membrane membrane (63). (63). The The magnetosome magnetosome membrane membrane does does not not appear appear to to be be contiguous contiguous with with the the cell cell membrane membrane and and is is presumably presumably the the locus locus of of control control over over the the size size and and morphology morphology of of the the inorganic inorganic particle particle as as well well as as the the structural structural entity entity that that anchors anchors the the magneto magneto some some at at a a particular particular location location within within the the cell. cell. However, However, it it is is not not known known whether whether the the magneto magneto some some membrane membrane is is premade premade as as an an empty empty membrane membrane vesicle vesicle prior prior to to the the biomineralization biomineralization of of the the mineral mineral phase. phase. Empty Empty and and partially partially filled filled vesicles vesicles have have been been observed observed in in iron-starved iron-starved cells cells of of M. M. rnagnetotacticum rnagnetotacticum (63) (63) but but have have not not been been commonly commonly observed observed in in other other magnetotactic magnetotactic strains. strains. The The unlikely unlikely alternative alternative would would be be that that nucleation nucleation of of the the mineral mineral phase phase occurs occurs before before it it is is surrounded surrounded by by the the membrane. membrane. In In any any case, case, most most biochemical biochemical and and molecular molecular biological biological studies studies directed directed toward toward the the understanding understanding of of the the biomineralization biomineralization processes processes involved involved in in magneto magneto some some formation formation are are focused focused on on aspects aspects of of the the magnetosome magnetosome membrane, membrane, paI1icularl paI1icularl y y on on the the functions functions of of specific specific proteins proteins present present on on this this membrane. membrane.
The The magnetosome magnetosome membrane membrane appears appears to to be be a a universal universal feature feature of of at at least least the the magnetite-producing magnetite-producing species species of of magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria, bacteria, since since it it has has been been found found in in virtually virtually all all cultured cultured and and some some noncultured noncultured strains strains (Fig. (Fig. 7) . 7). Although Although it it is is not not known known whether whether greigite-producing greigite-producing magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria actually actually have have a a magne magne tosome tosome membrane membrane like like their their m<lgnetite-producing m<lgnetite-producing counterparts. counterparts. it it seems seems likely likely that that they they do. do. based based on on the the consistent consistent particle particle morphologies morphologies observed observed in in these these bacteria. bacteria.
Molecular Molecular Biology Biology of of Magnetosome Magnetosome Formation Formation and and Genetics Genetics of of Magnetotactic Magnetotactic Bacteria Bacteria
It It is is not not known known how how many many genes genes are are required required for for magnetosome magnetosome synthesis, synthesis, how how these these genes genes are are regulated, regulated, etc. etc. Establishing Establishing a a genetic genetic system system with with the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria is is an an absolute absolute necessity necessity before before these these questions questions can can be be answered answered and and al al though though several several laboratories laboratories (including (including ours) ours) have have persisted persisted in in trying trying to to achieve achieve this this goal, goal, they they have have been been hampered hampered by by many many problems problems including including the the lack lack of of a a significant significant number number of of magnetotactic magnetotactic bacterial bacterial strains, strains, the the fastidiousness fastidiousness of of the the organisms organisms in in culture culture and and the the elaborate elaborate techniques techniques required required for for the the growth growth of of these these organisms. organisms. and and the the inability inability of of almost almost all all these these strains strains to to grow grow on on the the surface surface of of agar agar plates plates in in experiments experiments to to screen screen for for mutants mutants etc. etc. While While the the researchers researchers involved involved have have taken taken Figure Figure 7 . 7. Dark-field Dark-field STEM STEM of of pseudo-hexagonal pseudo-hexagonal prismatic prismatic magnetite magnetite panicles panicles from from the the marine marine magnetotactic magnetotactic coccus coccus stt'ain stt'ain MC-I, MC-I, surrounded surrounded by by the the magnetosome magnetosome membrane membrane (arrowhead). (arrowhead). different different approaches, approaches, most most of of the the genetic genetic and and molecular molecular studies studies have have involved involved one one or or more more of of the the magnetotactic magnetotactic spirilla. spirilla.
Waleh Waleh and and coworkers coworkers (23, (23, 190) 190) initiated initiated the the first first studies studies in in the the establishment establishment of of a a genetic genetic system system with with magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria in in order order to to understand understand the the molecular molecular biology biology of of magnetosome magnetosome synthesis synthesis in in these these microorganisms. microorganisms. Working Working with with M. M. mag mag nefofauiclim nefofauiclim strain strain MS-I, MS-I, they they showed showed that that at at least least some some of of the the genes genes of of this this organism organism can can be be functionally functionally expressed expressed in in E. E. coli coli and and that that the the transcriptional transcriptional and and translational translational elements elements of of the the two two microorganisms microorganisms are are compati compati ble ble (necessary (necessary fea fea tures tures for for a a good good genetic genetic system). system). They They were were able able to to clone, clone, characterize, characterize, and and se se quence quence the the recA recA gene gene from from M. M. magnefofacficllm magnefofacficllm (23, (23, 24) . 24). They They later later examined examined iron iron uptake uptake by by M. M. magnefofacficum. magnefofacficum. They They cloned cloned and and characterized characterized a a 2-kb 2-kb DNA DNA frag frag ment ment from from M. M. !11agnefotacticum !11agnefotacticum that that complemented complemented the the arof) arof) (biosynthetic (biosynthetic dehy dehy droquinase) droquinase) gene gene function function in in E. E. coli coli and and Salmonella Salmonella enterica enterica serovar serovar Typhimuriul11. Typhimuriul11. arof) arof) mutants mutants of of these these strains strains cannot cannot take take up up iron iron from from the the growth growth medium. medium. In In other other words, words, when when the the 2-kb 2-kb DNA DNA fragment fragment from from M. M. magnetofClcficlim magnetofClcficlim was was intro intro duced duced into into these these mutants, mutants, the the ability ability of of the the mutants mutants to to take take up up iron iron from from the the growth growth medium medium was was restored restored (22) , (22) , suggesting suggesting that that the the 2-kb 2-kb DNA DNA fragment fragment may may be be im im portant portant in in iron iron uptake uptake (and (and therefore therefore possibly possibly in in magnetite magnetite synthesis) synthesis) in in M. M. mag mag netofacticum. netofacticum. Although Although the the cloned cloned fragment fragment restored restored iron iron uptake uptake deficiencies deficiencies in in siderophoreless, siderophoreless, iron iron uptake-deficient uptake-deficient mutants mutants of of E. E. coli, coli, it it did did not not mediate mediate sider sider ophore ophore biosynthesis biosynthesis (22) . (22).
As As mentioned mentioned above, above, cells cells of of Magnetospiriffu/11 Magnetospiriffu/11 strain strain AMB-AMB-1 1 (l (l 13) 13) are are appar appar ently ently much much more more oxygen oxygen tolerant tolerant than than are are those those of of other other magnetotactic magnetotactic species species and and form form colonies colonies on on the the surface surface of of agar agar platcs platcs under under air. air. Colonies Colonies on on plates plates incubated incubated under under fully fully aerobic aerobic conditions conditions (21 (21 % % oxygen) oxygen) were were white white and and contained contained cells cells that that were were nonmagnetic. nonmagnetic. However, However, when when the the oxygen oxygen concentration concentration of of the the incubation incubation atmosphere atmosphere was was decreased decreased to to 2%, 2%, the the cells cells formed formed black-brown black-brown colonies colonies that that were were made made up up of of magnetic magnetic cells. (126) (126) found found that that at at least least three three regions regions of of the the Magneto Magneto spirillum spirillum strain strain AMB-l AMB-l chromosome chromosome were were required required for for the the successful successful synthesis synthesis of of magnetosomes. magnetosomes. One One of of these these regions, regions, 2,975 2,975 bp bp in in length, length, contained contained two two putative putative open open reading reading frames. frames. One One of of these, these, designated designated lIlogA, lIlogA, encoded encoded a a protein protein that that is is homologous homologous to to two two cation cation efflux efflux proteins, proteins, the the E. E. coli coli potassium potassium ion-translocating ion-translocating protein, protein, KefC, KefC, and and the the putative putative sodium sodium ion/proton ion/proton antiporter, antiporter, NapA, NapA, from from Enter Enter ococcus ococcus hime. hime. l710gA l710gA was was expressed expressed in in E. E. coli, coli, and and membrane membrane vesicles vesicles prepared prepared from from these these cells cells that that contained contained the the lIlagA lIlagA gene gene product product took took up up iron iron only only when when ATP ATP was was supplied, supplied, indicating indicating that that energy energy was was required required for for the the uptake uptake of of iron. iron. The The same same group, group, using using a a IIlClgA IIlClgA -Iuc -Iuc fusion fusion protein, protein, showed showed that that the the MagA MagA protein protein is is a a membrane membrane protein protein that that is is localized localized in in the the cell cell membrane membrane and and perhaps perhaps the the magne magne tosome tosome membrane membrane as as well well (127) . (127) . Interestingly, Interestingly, the the magA magA gene gene appears appears to to be be ex ex pressed pressed to to a a much much greater greater degree degree when when wild-type wild-type Mognetospirillul71 Mognetospirillul71 strain strain AMB-l AMB-l cells cells are are grown grown under under iron-limited iron-limited conditions conditions rather rather than than iron-sufficient iron-sufficient conditions. conditions. in in which which they they would would produce produce more more magnetosomes. magnetosomes. Moreover. Moreover. the the nonmagnetotactic nonmagnetotactic Tn5 Tn5 mutant mutant overexpressed overexpressed the the l710gA l710gA gene gene under under iron-limited iron-limited conditions. conditions. although although it it did did not not make make magnctosomes. magnctosomes. Thus, Thus, although although some some evidence evidence suggests suggests that that the the MagA MagA protein protein is is invol invol ved ved in in iron iron transport, transport, the the role role of of the the lI10gA lI10gA gene gene in in magne magne tosomc tosomc synthesis. synthesis. if if there there is is one, one, is is unclear. unclear.
Okuda Okuda et et '11. '11. (136) (136) took took a a different different "reverse "reverse gcnetics" gcnetics" approach approach to to the the magne magne tosome tosome problem. problem. They They found found three three proteins. proteins. with with apparent apparent molecular molecular masses masses of of l2. l2. 22, 22, and and 28 28 kDa, kDa, that that appcar appcar to to be be unique unique to to the the magnetosome magnetosome mcmbranes mcmbranes of of M. M. l71ognetotocticum l71ognetotocticum and and are are not not present present in in the the cellular cellular membrane membrane fraction. fraction. They They were were able able to to determine determine cnough cnough of of the the N-terminal N-terminal amino amino acid acid sequence sequence of of the the 22-kDa 22-kDa protein protein to to construct construct a a 17-bp 17-bp oligonucleotide oligonucleotide probe probe for for the the genomic genomic cloning cloning of of the the gene gene encoding encoding that that protein. protein. They They also also found found that that the the protein protein exhibited exhibited significant significant homology homology to to a a number number of of proteins proteins that that bclong bclong to to the the tetratricopeptide tetratricopeptide repeat repeat protcin protcin family, family, which which include include mitochondrial mitochondrial protein protein import import rcceptors rcceptors and and peroxisomal peroxisomal pro pro tein tein import import receptors. receptors. Thus, Thus, although although the the role role of of the the 22-kDa 22-kDa magnetosome magnetosome membrane membrane protein protein in in magnetosome magnetosome synthesis synthesis has has not not been been elucidated, elucidated, it it may may func func tion tion as as a a receptor receptor interacting interacting with with associatcd associatcd cytoplasmic cytoplasmic proteins proteins (136) . (136 (Fig. (Fig. 8) Microbial. 1998 Microbial. ) 1998 for for at at least least three three of of these these proteins, proteins, but but the the use use of of degenerate degenerate primers primers based based on on these these sequences sequences to to clone clone the the genes genes responsible responsible for for encoding encoding these these proteins proteins has has so so far far proved proved unsuccessful. unsuccessful.
A A stable, stable, spontaneous, spontaneous, nonmagnetotactic nonmagnetotactic mutant mutant of of strain strain MV-l MV-l that that does does not not synthesize synthesize magnetos magnetos ames ames has has been been isolated isolated and and partially partially characterized characterized (DubbeJs (DubbeJs  and and Figure Figure 8 . 8 . Sodium Sodium dodecyl dodecyl suJfate-polyacrylamide suJfate-polyacrylamide gel gel electrophoresis electrophoresis of of wild-type wild-type strain strain MY-l MY-l cell cell fractions. fractions. Cell Cell fractions fractions were were separated separated by by differential differential ultracentri ultracentri fugation. fugation. Lanes: Lanes: SF, SF, soluble soluble ii'action; ii'action; MF, MF, membrane membrane fraction fraction (excluding (excluding magneto magneto some some membranes): membranes): MM, MM, magnetosome magnetosome membranes; membranes; MW, MW, molecular molecular mass mass standards, standards, with with masses masses in in kilodaltons kilodaltons shown shown on on the the right. right. Magnetosomes Magnetosomes were were purified purified as as previously previously described described (12) , (12) , and and magnetosome magnetosome membranes membranes were were extracted extracted from from mag mag netosomes netosomes with with 1 1% % sodium sodium dodecyl dodecyl sulfate sulfate in in 20 20 mM mM HEPES HEPES (pH (pH 7.2) 7.2) (Dubbels (Dubbels Microbio!. and and BazyJinski, BazyJinski, Abstr. Abstr. 98th 98th Gen. Gen. Meet. Meet. Am. Am. Soc. Soc. Microbiol. 1998 ). 1998). The The large large arrow arrow denotes denotes a a soluble soluble 19-kDa 19-kDa protein protein that that is is not not produced produced by by a a nonmagnetotactic nonmagnetotactic mutant mutant of of strain strain MY-l MY-l (see (see the the text), text), and and the the small small arrows arrows denote denote some some proteins proteins that that appear appear to to be be associated associated with with the the magnetosome magnetosome membrane membrane but but not not with with the the other other cell cell fractions. fractions. a a periplasmic periplasmic 19-kDa 19-kDa protein protein produced produced in in abundance abundance by by wild-type wild-type cells cells (Fig. (Fig. 8). 8) . Degenerate Degenerate primers, primers, constructed constructed from from N-terminal N-terminal sequence sequence of of this this protein protein and and con con served served sequences sequences from from homologous homologous proteins, proteins, were were used used to to generate generate a a 255-bp 255-bp PCR PCR product product that that was was used used to to probe probe a a genomic genomic cosmid cosmid library library of of strain strain MV-I. MV 4.8, 4.8 , and and is is iron iron regulated regulated through through the the Fur Fur (ferric (ferric uptake uptake regulator) regulator) protein, protein, its its synthesis synthesis is is repressed repressed by by high high iron iron concentrations concentrations in in the the growth growth medium medium (73, (73, 184 184) . ). Interestingly, Interestingly, synthesis synthesis of of the the 19-kDa 19-kDa protein protein from from strain strain MV-I MV-I also also appears appears to to be be regulated regulated by by iron iron (Dub (Dub bels bels and and Bazylinski, Bazylinski, Abstr. Abstr. 99th 99th Gen. Gen. Meet. Meet. Am. Am. Soc. Soc. Microbiol. Microbiol. 1999 ). 1999). The The func func tion tion of of this this protein protein in in either either microorganism microorganism is is unknown, unknown, but but similar similar proteins proteins and and genes genes encoding encoding similar similar proteins proteins have have been been found found in in several several gram-negative gram-negative patho patho gens gens including including Treponema Treponema pallidum pallidum (177) . (177). (129), and and the the transfer transfer of of genes genes into into cells, cells, a a technology technology in in which which magnetosomes magnetosomes are are coated coated with with DNA DNA and and injected injected or or "shot" "shot" (using (using a a particle particle gun) gun) into into cells cells that that are are difficult difficult to to transform transform using using more more standard standard methods methods (109) . (109) .
Considering Considering that that the the bacterial bacterial magnetosome magnetosome and and its its magnetic magnetic properties properties have have been been refined refined and and optimized optimized in in the the course course of of evolution evolution by by the the cells cells that that synthesize synthesize them them by by controlling controlling the the chemical chemical composition, composition, size, size, and and morphology morphology of of the the mag mag netic netic particles particles as as well well as as their their position position within within the the cell, cell, the the elucidation elucidation of of how how magneto magnetosomes somes form form within within the the cell cell will will yield yield clues clues to to the the production production of of ordered ordered arrays arrays of of inorganic inorganic electronic, electronic, optical, optical, and and magnetic magnetic materials materials at at the the nanometer nanometer scale scale that that could could prove prove useful useful 111 111 many many additional additional scientitic scientitic and and commercial commercial applications. applications.
Magnetosomes Magnetosomes as as Evidence Evidence of of Ancient Ancient Life Life on on Mars Mars
As As noted noted in in the the introduction, introduction, a a number number of of mineralogical mineralogical and and other other features features from from the the Martian Martian meteorite meteorite ALH8400 ALH8400 I I were were suggested suggested to to result result from from biological biological pro pro cesses cesses on on ancient ancient Mars Mars (117) . (117) . Included Included in in these these features features was was the the presence presence of of ultra ultra tine-grained tine-grained magnetite, magnetite, pyrrhotite, pyrrhotite, and and possibly possibly greigite. greigite. The The magnetite magnetite crystals crystals ranged ranged from from about about 10 10 to to 100 100 nm, nm, were were in in the the superparamagnetic superparamagnetic «35 «35 nm) nm) and and single-magnetic-domain single-magnetic-domain size size ranges, ranges, and and were were cuboid, cuboid, teardrop, teardrop, and and irregular irregular in in shape. shape. The The iron iron sulfide sulfide particles particles varied varied in in size size and and shape, shape, with with the the pyrrhotite pyrrhotite par par ticles ticles ranging ranging up up to to 100 100 nm. nm. Both Both mineral mineral particles particles were were embedded embedded in in a a fine-grained fine-grained carbonate carbonate matrix matrix on on the the rim rim of of carbonate carbonate inclusions inclusions within within the the meteorite. meteorite.
The The magnetite magnetite particles, particles, in in particular, particular, were were invoked invoked as as evidence evidence of of life life because because of of the the similarities similarities in in size size and and morphology morphology between between these these particles particles and and those those produced produced by by the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria on on Earth. Earth. In In addition, addition, the the magnetite magnetite particles particles in in ALH8400 ALH8400 I I differ differ greatly greatly from from those those found found in in other other meteorites. meteorites. Other Other nanocrystalline nanocrystalline forms forms of of magnetite, magnetite, including including platelets platelets and and whiskers, whiskers, are are also also present present in in ALH84001 ALH84001 (33) . (33) . Some Some of of these these contain contain specific specific crystalline crystalline defects defects such such as as axial axial screw screw dislocations dislocations indicating indicating that that they they were were formed formed nonbiologi nonbiologi cally cally at at high high temperature temperature by by vapor vapor phase phase growth growth (33) . (33) . Although Although one one study study shows shows that that statistical statistical analysis analysis of of the the sizes sizes and and shapes shapes of of of of fine-grained fine-grained magnetite magnetite crystals crystals might might prove prove to to be be a a robust robust criterion criterion for for distinguishing distinguishing between between biogenic biogenic and and nonbiogenic nonbiogenic magnetite magnetite (41), (41) , the the findings findings described described above above illustrate illustrate the the need need for for additional additional criteria criteria by by which which to to distinguish distinguish between between biogenic biogenic and and non non biogenic biogenic particles particles of of iron iron minerals. minerals. One One of of these these criteria criteria might might be be whether whether magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria isotopically isotopically fractionate fractionate iron iron and! and! or or ox ox ygen ygen in in the the magnetite magnetite crystals crystals they they produce. produce. In In a a recent recent study, study, Mandernack Mandernack et et at. at. (95) (95) showed showed an an oxygen oxygen isotopic isotopic fractionation fractionation that that was was temperature temperature dependent dependent and and closely closely matched matched that that for for magnetite magnetite produced produced by by a a bacterial bacterial consortium consortium containing containing thermophilic thermophilic iron-reducing iron-reducing bacteria bacteria (197). (197) . Because Because these these results results contrast contrast with with those those for for mag mag netite netite thought thought to to be be formed formed inorganically, inorganically, bacteria bacteria may may fractionate fractionate oxygen oxygen in in magnetite magnetite differently differently from from what what occurs occurs in in magnetite magnetite formed formed abiotically, abiotically, which, which, in in turn, turn, might might reflect reflect different different redox redox pathways pathways of of magnetite magnetite formation. formation. No No detectable detectable fractionation fractionation in in iron iron isotopes isotopes was was observed observed in in magnetite magnetite produced produced by by M. M. magnc magnc totaeticum totaeticum and and strain strain MV-I. MV-I. However, However, Beard Beard et et al. al. (14a) (14a) measured measured low low s6Fe s6Fe values values in in the the soluble soluble ferrous ferrous iron iron produced produced by by dissimilatory dissimilatory iron-reducing iron-reducing bacteria bacteria growing growing with with the the iron iron oxide oxide mineral mineral ferrihydrite, ferrihydrite, meaning meaning that that cells cells prefer prefer to to reduce reduce the the lighter, lighter, rarer rarer sclFe sclFe (rather (rather than than S6Fe). S6Fe). How How this this isotopic isotopic fractionation fractionation is is reflected reflected in in magnetite magnetite formed formed by by iron-reducing iron-reducing bacteria bacteria remains remains to to be be seen. seen. There There is is no no doubt doubt that that discussion discussion and and debate debate on on the the interpretation interpretation of of these these fascinating fascinating findings findings will will continue. continue. It It is is nonetheless nonetheless intriguing intriguing to to think think that that microbes microbes may may be be or or have have been been responsible responsible for for the the geochemical geochemical cycling cycling of of iron iron on on other other planets planets as as well well as as on on Earth. Earth.
CONCLUSIONS CONCLUSIONS
Magnetic Magnetic effects effects have have been been reported reported in in a a large large number number of of organisms organisms other other than than bacteria, bacteria, including including invertebrates invertebrates such such as as protists protists (182), (182) , honeybees honeybees (191) , (191) , and and mol mol lusks lusks (83) (83) and and vertebrates vertebrates such such as as fish fish (192) , (192) , amphibians amphibians (144), (144), reptiles reptiles (82), (82) , birds birds (188, (188, 189), 189), and and mammals mammals (193) (193) including including humans humans (76, (76, 77) . 77). Magnetite Magnetite crystals crystals virtually virtually morphologically morphologically indistinguishable indistinguishable from from those those produced produced by by the the magneto magneto tactic tactic bacteria bacteria have have been been found found in in a a euglenoid euglenoid protist protist (182) , (182) , in in the the ethmoid ethmoid tissues tissues of of tuna tuna and and salmon salmon and and other other animals animals (165), (165) , and and in in the the human human brain brain (76, (76, 77). 77). In In addition, addition, other other animals animals such such as as honeybees honeybees (65, (65, 80) 80) and and pigeons pigeons (188) (188) appear appear to to contain contain particles particles of of magnetite magnetite or or hydrous hydrous iron iron oxides oxides that that could could be be precursors precursors to to magnetite. magnetite. The The fact fact that that many many higher higher creatures creatures biomineralize biomineralize single-magnetic single-magnetic domain domain magnetite magnetite crystals crystals of of similar similar morphologies morphologies suggests suggests the the intriguing intriguing idea idea that that all all these these organisms organisms have have the the same same or or a a similar similar set set of of genes genes responsible responsible for for magnetite magnetite biomineralization biomineralization that that would would probably probably have have originated originated in in the the magnetotactic magnetotactic bacte bacte ria. ria. Thus, Thus, studying studying how how magnetotactic magnetotactic bacteria bacteria biomineralize biomineralize magnetite magnetite might might have have a a scientific scientific impact impact far far beyond beyond the the studies studies of of microbiology microbiology and and geology. geology. 57 .� Frankel, Frankel, R. R. B Matsunaga. Matsunaga. 1989 Identification of of the the magnetic magnetic poles poles on on strong strong magnetic magnetic grains grains from from meteoritcs meteoritcs using using magnctotactic magnctotactic bacteria. Schmidbaucr . Schmidbaucr. 1996 Schmidbaucr. . 1996 . Electron Electron microscopy microscopy and and "Fe "Fe
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